Protecting products with a holographic fingerprint

Authentic Vision (AV) offers a mobile authentication solution used by customers worldwide for brand protection and consumer engagement. Headquartered in Salzburg, Austria, Authentic Vision is a rapidly growing company with a global team.

Our solution is based on irreproducible tags that provide any product with a unique copy-proof fingerprint. The tags can be authenticated by anyone with the use of a smartphone app. A business intelligence portal provides channel & consumer data intelligence based on the scans. Authentic Vision holds several patents and is cooperating closely with a global network of partners to fight counterfeiting.

AV has been successful in signing agreements with US based customers like HDMI (4K label licensing program) and international customers like Guala Closures (closures for spirits, olive oil, etc), Elsewedy (Industrial wiring) and Vulli (Sophie Le Giraffe). The company is poised for significant growth and offers a flexible and rewarding environment which recognizes talent and commitment.

To support realizing our vision and improve our technology further, we're looking to hire a

**Printing Production Manager (F/M)**

As printing production manager, the successful candidate will play a key role in supporting the company’s growth by making sure we can match the supply of our security tags with the demand of our customers.

You will:

- Have responsibility for forecasts and logistics of raw material
- Manage tag production in close cooperation with printer partners worldwide
- Manage and improve quality standards
- Drive stabilization of quality of tags
- Onboard new printer partners
- Identify opportunities for process improvements
- Support in case of tag related customer problems
- Be our inhouse expert on automated label application and integration
Your profile:

- You have a technical background (HTL or university degree) and / or you have at least 5 years of experience working at a printer or related environment
- You have an eye for details, you are self-motivated and take responsibilities seriously
- You are flexible and enjoy challenges
- You are looking forward to spending up to 30% of your time with customers and partners around the world, and will otherwise spend time in our Salzburg HQ
- Besides English, you also have good conversational German

What we offer:

- You will work in a high growth company, supported by an international investor network
- Excellent environment for fast personal development
- Friendly and informal company climate, with flexible working times, and an interdisciplinary team
- Regular team- and company events

In case you are interested, please submit your CV and cover letter including salary expectations and earliest starting date to:

Authentic Vision
Ivar van Dijk
VP of Product & Development
Ludwig-Bieringer-Platz 1, 5071 Salzburg, Austria
info@authenticvision.com

Due to legal reasons we are obliged to disclose the minimum salary according to the collective agreement for this position, which is € 1,820 gross per month. Our compensation package is based on market-oriented salaries and depending on your background and work-experience, your salary could be significantly above the stated minimum salary.